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ASE is the automotive industry’s trusted advisor. We are a  
technology enabled strategic consulting firm that provides  

bespoke, intelligent solutions on a global basis.

We partner with the world’s leading retail automotive brands to drive  
profitability and mitigate risk in a fast-changing global environment. And, through  

our network of 14 regional offices, operating in 66 different countries, we also  
provide in-depth local expertise and experience in regional markets.

We know the global automotive industry is experiencing unprecedented  
change, which is putting pressure on regional and National Sales Companies  

and their retail networks to drive efficiency and maintain profit.

1  | INTRODUCTION TO ASE
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As automotive experts we understand and recognise the symptoms  
in a network that require action before they impact profitability:

These macro-challenges only add commercial pressure at a local level to what has always 
been a high-capital, low margin retail environment. For businesses to prosper they will 
need to concentrate more than ever on sound, data-based decision making and to 
monitor performance to ensure they have the right network structure, product lines, 
processes and cost structures.

No matter what your business strategy, ASE has the people and the solutions, based on 
many years of automotive experience, to support and drive your business forward. The 
ASE team understands the significant pressures placed on National Sales Companies and 
their retail networks to manage the issues and deliver excellence in a fast-changing market.

retailers excluded 
from brand reports

experiencing 
unplanned retailer 

failures

network analysis 
teams overstretched

profit opportunity 
knowledge gaps

ASE has the people and the solutions to support and 
drive your business forward...

“
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Why choose ASE Automotive Business 
Management Services?

OUR MISSION IS CLEAR:
to create more profitable dealers to sell more cars,  
more service time and more parts

Your ASE Business Management advisor is an automotive expert. ASE solutions  
and people are 100% focused and dedicated to the automotive industry,  

providing the most informed and best advice possible.

 
With sales margins under pressure, automotive retail businesses are  

increasingly reliant on individual departments to underpin profitability. 

National Sales Companies and individual dealers need to understand and interpret 
accurate business data to manage the business, reduce risk and drive profitability.

 
ASE will provide your business with the insights and actions you need to maintain  

market share and profitability, while managing risk by measurable actions.

 
We also provide bespoke advisory services so each retail network can  

make critical business decisions and create competitive edge strategies  
that will produce positive and efficient business outcomes.

2  | OVERVIEW OF BM
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ASE Automotive Business Management 
Services can:

£

provide accurate data about each retail dealership

help steer the business, reduce risks and improve dealer profitability

provide clear understanding of the key drivers of profitability within a 
dealership and National Sales Company

focus the management team and staff on increasing profitability  
and efficiencies

measure performance against industry recognised KPI benchmarking

identify a dealership’s strengths, weaknesses, trends and areas of  
profit leakage

reflect the impact of dealership or national policies, improvement  
actions and campaigns

provide a clear and fundamental view of the whole business performance

2  | OVERVIEW OF BM
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In this challenging and fast-moving business environment it is vital that National Sales 
Companies and their franchised retail network are optimised to maximise returns. 
Accurate data and timely management information are key factors in driving profitability 
through the supply chain.

ASE can provide a wide range of consultancy services to boost performance and mitigate 
risk. Typical scenarios may include:

All Dealer Readiness Reviews will generate an ASE visit report and action plan 
recommendations. Dealer Financial Healthchecks can also be performed to ensure all 
financial information is properly prepared, using best practice automotive accounting 
techniques and supported by a fully reconciled balance sheet.

DEALER READINESS REVIEWS

We work with individual dealers or a sample of the network to ensure:

Newly adopting composite in a market to understand the benefits of composite 
financial data and use KPIs to drive performance

Markets where they don’t have sophisticated integrated reporting have the right 
expertise to submit to composite reporting

New dealer appointments have the necessary accounting and dealer management 
system set up to feed the composite reporting programme

Tailored services to tackle the challenges

3 | SERVICES ON OFFER

Are your dealers 
ready to adopt a 

composite service?

Symptoms include

no reporting from network to a  
composite service 

lack of understanding the importance  
and advantage of it.
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EXPERT HUMAN DATA VALIDATION

ASE’s digital systems have built-in data validation checks with set parameters but, 
unlike some, are supplemented with expert human intervention to ensure the 
data is as consistent and accurate as possible, particularly around cost allocation. 
Accurate and consistent data can be relied upon to:

Support the dealer to identify trends, strengths and weaknesses to help  
drive profitability

Help the dealer make the correct strategic decisions about the business

Assist National Sales Company stakeholders in making the correct  
decisions about their dealers and the retail network

The experienced ASE team carries out second level validation checks on each dealer 
data submission, using their knowledge and experience of the industry, market, 
geopolitics and seasonal variations.

We can also provide a summary from ASE to the group stakeholders and validation 
scoring that can be linked to incentives.

5 | EXPERT HUMAN DATA VALIDATION

Is the input data  
accurate, consistent  

and current?

Symptoms include

inconsistent composite data submissions 

falling or irregular profitability figures

poor quality incoming data
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Automotive accounting coaching not only helps make the network more profitable, it 
promotes the brand and staff professional development. It is also useful for national 
sales company field staff or anyone in need of a refresher on global best practice.

COACHING ON AUTOMOTIVE BEST PRACTICE

Coaching on automotive accounting and global best practice is delivered on a  
one-to-one or group basis. This ensures:

The entire retail network is following the same set of posting rules and all 
stakeholders understand the financials and accounts

Departmental performance is consistently and accurately reported so it’s a  
true contribution to overall dealership profitability

Comparisons across the network and within individual dealers are consistent  
and reliable

The detail is sufficient to identify trends, strengths and weaknesses with risk 
analysis and to feed composite reporting

6 | COACHING ON AUTOMOTIVE BEST PRACTICE

Do your dealers  
struggle with  
automotive  
accounting?

Symptoms include

inconsistent data compared to others  
in the Network/other markets 

taking a long time to extract the information,  
the brand and management wants

data peaks and troughs due to lack of  
accruals and lack of known provisions

high stock losses due to not being  
written down each period
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On completing the review, the ASE Automotive Business Management team provides an 
action plan to the dealer or dealer group and the National Sales Company stakeholders 
as appropriate.

OPTIMISING YOUR DEALER 
MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS (DMS)

DMS are expensive, complex and sophisticated reporting and analysis tools that 
are often underused. Our review ensures the dealership is getting the most out of 
its accounting and management system to ensure that:

The Chart of Accounts is sufficient to provide the reporting in each sector of the 
business in the detail needed to identify strengths and weaknesses

Multiple steps are reduced to ensure efficiency

Statistical information is derived from the best source in order to be consistent 
and accurate

7 | OPTIMISING YOUR DEALER MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS (DMS)

Is the DMS being 
fully utilised?

Symptoms include

manual data entry and analysis 

DMS technical services charges too high

delays on information requests

limited DMS knowledge
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This training can be delivered in either a larger group workshop, to National Sales 
Company field staff, or on an individual dealer basis.

USING KPIs TO DRIVE PROFITABILITY

ASE has developed 14 automotive-specific Key Performance Indicators that not 
only drive profitability in individual departments but work collectively to create 
the bigger picture. This coaching session, delivered by ASE Automotive expert 
trainers, helps dealers understand:

What the KPIs mean and how to spot risks and opportunities in the data

How to use KPIs as a quick business health check

Best practice to help improve dealer network performance

8 | USING KPIs TO DRIVE PROFITABILITY

Symptoms include

lack of knowledge of how the business  
is performing against peers

not knowing which the best areas are to 
concentrate on for increased profitability

Are dealers using the 
14 Key Performance 

Indicators to  
boost profit?
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The composite data review and audit can be carried out either on or off-site by ASE 
Automotive Business Management Services experts. We will also provide comments  
on areas of dealer underperformance, where appropriate.

COMPOSITE DATA AUDITS

A full data audit and compliance review is vital to check composite submitted data 
back to the accounting data source and associated statistics. This ensures that:

The dealer is submitting consistent and accurate data, with appropriate cost 
allocation for multi-brand dealers

Any issues can be identified and related back to accounting or systems anomalies

The correct benchmarks are set in the region

9 | COMPOSITE DATA AUDITS

Is the dealer network 
reporting accurate and 

consistent data?

Symptoms include

frequent submission of poor quality data 

spending too much time chasing data

concerns that the whole network is not 
inputting consistently and accurately
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This is a vital but confidential and discreet service that protects the integrity of the  
retail network and the brand. It also mitigates the risk of substantial financial loss.

RETAILERS AT RISK

Within any network there are some dealers whose performance lags behind the 
group. This service encompasses three stages to identify at risk dealers before it  
is too late. The key elements are:

Data collection and monitoring results to categorise risk and assess levels  
of intervention

Verifying data in depth and close analysis of vital indicators such as cash flow

Independent assessment of management teams with coaching and on-site reviews

10 | RETAILERS AT RISK

Is some of the network 
at risk of failure?

Apart from experiencing unplanned  
failures, other symptoms include

inaccurate data to base firm decisions on 

specific retailers with cashflow issues

funding request spikes

direct debit issues

refusal to take stock

overstretched network risk review teams
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All ASE Automotive Business Management Service advisors are dedicated automotive 
experts and are fully trained to analyse and inform your critical business decisions. They 
can provide the full range of ASE Automotive consultancy skills in financial control and 
may also enhance your decision making with previous experience of other enterprises.

As an implant they would work alongside your team, at the appropriate level, and report 
directly into your management structure.

EXPERT IMPLANTS

In addition to its external consultancy role, ASE Automotive Business Management 
Services can offer an employee implant service to bring our specialist skills in-house 
and directly support your national sales team. Simply put; we can do it for you.

The employee implant service is especially relevant for short and medium-term 
projects or where a National Sales Company might be facing pressure on training and 
development or recruitment budgets. Key benefits of our implant service include:

Good for short and medium-term projects

Brings new thinking to your internal team

Avoids recruitment costs

Reduces headcount and personnel on-costs

Reduces training and upskill costs

Adds external experience and skills

11 | EXPERT IMPLANTS

Do you need additional 
expert help?

Symptoms include

a freeze on recruitment 

BM teams not keeping their data  
skills up to date

running low on resources to help the network

a gap in automotive experience &  
expertise in all areas
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CONTACT US

FREE SINGLE POINT ASSESSMENT
Call your relevant Country Director now or, if you prefer, enquire through our 
contact form. We will get back to you to conduct a free single franchise point 

review where ASE will provide a desktop assessment of one of your high-issue 
dealerships and suggest operational improvement and profit  

optimisation opportunities:

12 | CONTACT US

www.ase-global.com/pages/contact
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Developed on a bespoke basis by our specialist team of automotive experts, 
these include SMART services such as:

Scenario planning and ‘what if’ forecasting to model future business 
performance

Market opportunities analysis comparing industry data against the 
performance of your local retail network

Advisory services to senior management teams on actions and implementation 
to maximise profitability across the network

Risk tools to analyse and identify ‘at risk’ dealerships so that support strategies 
can be put in place early

Tailored dashboards to provide analysis on financial performance and 
opportunities for growth

Talk to your ASE Automotive Business Management Services advisor now about 
how we can take you beyond the basics and start acting smart.

S

M

A

R

T

With the basic data controls, auditing and management reporting tools in place 
across the retail network, ASE Automotive Business Management Services can also 
provide a wide range of fully developed Smart Analysis tools to enable you to stay 
ahead of the competition.

Acting SMART: beyond the basics

13 | GO BEYOND
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Great Data Robust Education
It’s critical to have accurate composite 

financial data to inform decision making. 
Working with us you can be confident 
you have the most accurate picture of 

your dealer network performance.

We help everyone in your organisation 
and in your dealerships understand  
how to interpret composite financial 

data properly, so they can take  
effective, decisive action to  

support the business.

Valid Data Action Plans
Collating data from across your dealer 
network can be complex. We work with 
your dealers to ensure they understand 
how to submit financial information in a 

consistent and timely manner, so you can 
be confident your business data is valid.

With the right processes and strategies 
in place you can ensure your 

business can respond quickly to new 
opportunities that will help to  

improve profitability.

Great Communication Continuous Improvement
It is essential everyone in your National 

Sales Company and dealer network 
understands current performance.  

We can work with you to put strategies 
in place to drive efficiencies and  

improve profitability.

In such highly competitive and  
fast-moving times, our goal is to help 
you identify any opportunity where 

you can extract savings or drive new 
revenue opportunities.

How ASE Automotive Business Management 
Services will help you
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We help your organisation and your dealerships understand  
how to interpret financial data properly so they can focus on 

business improvement and take effective, decisive action.

“



FREE SINGLE POINT ASSESSMENT

Call your relevant Country Director now or, if you prefer, enquire through 
our contact form. We will get back to you to conduct a free single franchise 
point review where ASE will provide a desktop assessment of one of your 
high-issue dealerships and suggest operational improvement and profit 

optimisation opportunities:

www.ase-global.com/pages/contact


